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Intent of Environmental Scan

• Provide high level information useful in 

preparing for TBRHSC’s 2020 strategic 

planning process

• Identify demand and utilization trends and 

anomalies

• Highlight current performance and related 

gaps

• Assess current political climate and related 

implications for long term planning
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Population & diversity
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Population & diversity (cont’d)
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Northwest LHIN Ontario Comments



Demand for health services

• Demand difficult to forecast accurately as 

influenced by age, population growth/decline, 

population health, various demographic factors, 

and also available service.

• Research-based projections suggest growth in 

demand due to incidence & aging of ~2.2% 

annually, slightly lower than the 3% predicted for 

Ontario overall (key difference being population 

growth for Ontario overall)

• Implication: In the absence of demographic or 

provider changes, volumes will increase by ~2.2% 

annually through 2025, after which time growth 

should taper off.
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Access to health services

• Access to primary care:
– 83.2% of NWLHIN residents report having a regular medical 

doctor, vs 91.2% for Ontario

– Recent reports suggest Canada will have a overall surplus of 
physicians by 2020. Given the potential for increased access 
to primary care, potential opportunities and related impacts 
should be considered during the 2020 strategic planning 
process

• Access to specialist care:
– 15.8% of Ontario patients report having to wait longer than 3 

months for a specialist appointment vs 16.4% for Canada

– Unfortunately, results not formally measured at LHIN level but 
anecdotal reports suggest waits for specialist care in 
NWLHIN can be very long

– Median wait times for various surgical and diagnostic 
procedures are quite good and compare well to the rest of 
Ontario. However, 90th percentile waits in for some surgeries 
and procedures are very long.
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Use of hospital health services
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Use of HHS (cont’d)
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Use of HHS (cont’d)
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Use of HHS (cont’d)
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Use of HHS (cont’d)
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Use of HHS (cont’d)
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Use of HHS (cont’d)
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Use of HHS (cont’d)
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Use of HHS (cont’d)
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Use of HHS (cont’d)
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Use of HHS - summary

• Use of hospital health services by residents of 

NWLHIN is consistently among highest in Ontario

• Some of high usage is attributable to higher than 

average health needs of population

• However, a significant portion of the higher usage 

is likely attributable to:

– Fundamental differences in practice

– Health system design & service organization

– Insufficient and/or ineffective primary care

• Use management, motivated by evidence-based 

practice required by QBP funding is an area of 

significant savings opportunity for TBRHSC
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Current performance & gaps

• Balanced scorecard (BSC) & QIP
– In 3rd full year, BSC & QIP progress is 

significant

– Results more green and yellow than red, both 
due to real improvements and more realistic 
targets

– BSC & QIP results reviewed monthly & 
quarterly, by SMC and prg/serv councils

– For 2014-15, have introduced more formalized 
approach to tracking progress on performance 
improvement initiatives, and adjusted roles in 
Strategy & Performance Group to ensure better 
support for performance improvement activities
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Current performance (cont’d)
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Current performance (cont’d)
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Current performance(cont’d)
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Current performance & gaps (cont’d)
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Current performance & gaps -

summary

• TBRHSC performs well on a variety of 
measurements typically used to measure hospital 
performance

• Many measurements have been incorporated into 
TBRSHC’s BSC & QIP, ensuring that performance 
is monitored on an ongoing basis

• Where evidence suggests there are opportunities 
for improvement, TBRHSC investigates and 
adjusts operations to ensure improvement

• It is often a challenge accessing timely data 
related to current performance and in drilling down 
into detailed data to support root cause analysis. 
The planned business intelligence system will 
assist in this regard.
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Reorganizing healthcare

• Several health systems in Canada have already 
undergone significant restructuring resulting in 
considerable streamlining and centralization in efforts to 
improve outcomes for patients.

• In Ontario, government driven restructuring has been 
limited although some hospitals in southern Ontario are 
amalgamating and/or consolidating services.

• In its Blueprint report, the Northwest LHIN identified 
new organizational models for health care services 
within the Northwest.

• New structures include local health hubs, integrated 
district networks, and district health campuses.

• The new model and related structures are taking time to 
evolve, but will no doubt result in serious impacts on 
health care services and related structures within the 
Northwest region.
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Global trends

• Most countries organize health care around hospitals 

and provider care.

• Medically complex patients (high users) exist in every 

country and every country struggles with caring for 

them.

• Some hospitals transforming into health systems.

• Patients/payers are becoming activists.

• Patients are becoming active partners in care.

• Increased focus on innovation, integration and 

partnerships.

• Most high performing countries have independent 

organizations that evaluates care and think tanks that 

help frame and drive improvements in health care.
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Political climate
• Canada ranks poorly (7th of 8) OECD countries on 

quality of health care. Other countries are 
achieving considerably better results for less 
money

• Cdn gov’ts feel that 6% annual increases in 
funding for healthcare are unsustainable

• Experts are calling for major reform of health care 
in Canada

• However, politicians face a difficult challenge . . . 
Canadian public feels health care in Canada is just 
fine, so is likely to resist any effort to change it

• Federal gov’t is providing funding and focusing on 
accountability, leaving reform to the provinces
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INFORMATICS
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Current State 

1. Canada Health Infoway Blueprint -

2013

2. Ontario eHealth Blueprint

3. OHA Strategic Plan – 2013-2016

4. LHIN eHealth Services Plan 

(2013-2016

5. Information Technology

6. Internal 
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Canada Health Infoway

5 Opportunities for action

 Bring care closer to home

 Provide Easier Access

 Support New Models of Care

 Improve Patient Safety

 Enable a High-Performing Health 

System
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Bring Care Closer to Home

 Patient monitoring 

solutions

 Telehome monitoring

 Personal Health Records
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Provide Easier Access

32

 e-Scheduling

 e-Rx renewal

 e-Navigation

 e-Visits



Support New Models of Care
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 EMR, HER

 Referral Management

 Discharge Summaries

 Care Transitions

 Chronic Disease Mngt

 Telepathology



Improve Patient Safety

 e-Prescribing

 CPOE, closed loop 

medication mngt

 Medication reconciliation
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Enable a High Performing 

Health System

 Clinical Analytics 

 Health System Analytics

 Population Health

 LEAN
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Ontario eHealth

A provincial EHR, 4 data streams:

 Laboratory results

 Diagnostic imaging reports

 Medications

 Discharge Summaries 
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Ontario eHealth

Additional initiatives

 Community & physician EMR 

adoption

 Regional integration

 Drug Profile Viewer
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OHA Strategic Plan – 2013-

2016

 Advancing Integrated Care

• Health IT Adoption 

 Realizing Quality

 Delivering value
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OHA Strategic Plan – 2013-

2016

TBRHSC EMRAM Score = 3.0950
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LHIN eHealth Blueprint 13-16)

 Integrate EHRs to Improve Patient-

Centered Care

 Build Regional Capacity to Accelerate 

Adoption of eHealth Systems & 

Technologies

 Advance the use of Innovate Technology 

Solutions
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Information Technology 

Trends in Healthcare

 Social Media

• using social networking sites to stay 
in touch and communicate

 Consumerization

• Applications for mobile devices & 
phone

 Resource management

• Servers virtualized, reducing work 
load management
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Information Technology 

Trends in Healthcare

 Data Security - Privacy and 

Integrity of Data

 Big Data/Analytics

 Interoperable IT environment

 Clinical Decision Support
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Internal - Informatics

 2010-2015 Strategic Plan

 State of IT Infrastructure

 Existing enterprise systems

 Stakeholder Engagement (still in 

progress)
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IS/IT Current State

 Robust infrastructure

 Good wireless coverage

 Data centre – at risk

 Highly skilled staff

 Low turnover, high employee satisfaction

 Privacy/security – increasing demand/need

 Highly integrated HIS/EMR/Clinical 

systems
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HCM Data
 3rd lowest spend in IS/IT in Teaching Hospitals

 Ranks 12/24 of Large Hospitals
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Valid N

Best 
Quartile 
(25th %)

50th 
Percentile 
(Median)

Worst 
Quartile 
(75th %) Min Max Mean

TBRHSC
Rank

Systems
Support

15 1.85 2.27 3.35 1.23 5.84 2.60 13 –
1.30%

Valid N

Best 
Quartile 
(25th %)

50th 
Percentile 
(Median)

Worst 
Quartile 
(75th %) Min Max Mean

TBRHSC
Rank

Systems
Support

24 1.34% 1.82% 1.98% 0.86% 2.79
%

1.77% 12 –
1.30%



GAP ANALYSIS

Access to Care 

Others TBRHSC

Patient Monitoring 
Solutions

Limited to CCDC

Telehome Monitoring Limited to CCDC

Personal Health
Records

None

e-Visits Mental Health

e-Scheduling N/A

e-prescription renewal N/A

e-navigation Limited Cancer 
Program 46



GAP ANALYSIS
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Access 

Others TBRHSC

Mobility • Support personal devices
• Wireless infrastructure

Tools • Adequate devices
• Newer devices
• Appropriate type

Access Single sign on – too many 
pw

Consumerization Adoption of mobile apps in 
physician practice more 
than hospitals



GAP ANALYSIS

New Models of Care

EMR/EHR Integrated EMR with all 
hospitals in LHIN

Referral Mngt In-patient to CCAC

Discharge 
Summaries

Physician Office Integration

Care Transitions N/A

Chronic Disease 
Mngt

• Integrated to Hospital CCDC

• Provincial EHR

Telepathology N/A
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GAP ANALYSIS

Improve Patient Safety

Others TBRHSC

e-Prescribing N/A

CPOE, Closed 
Loop MA

N/A
Only 10% of hospitals

Medication 
Reconciliation

In progress
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Gap Analysis

Enable a High Performing Health System

Others TBRHSC

Clinical Analytics N/A

Health System 
Analytics

Investment in BI 
– just starting

Population Health LHIN provides 
data

LEAN N/A
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GAP ANALYSIS

Integration

Others TBRHSC

Regional Hospital 
EHR

13 Hospitals –
clinical data

Clinical Systems 8 systems

Electronic Dist 
Reports

Physician
Offices/Community

N/A

CCAC Referrals & Clients

Oncology
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GAP ANALYSIS

Infrastructure

Others TBRHSC

Network Resource Management

Data Center •Risk Mitigation

• Estimated to reach 
capacity in 2 years

• Mirrored Meditech
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GAP ANALYSIS

Communication

Others TBRHSC

Social Media Using social networking 
sites to stay in touch and 
communicate

Secure 
Messaging

To communicate with
patients & clinicians

Secure sharing of
•Images

•photos

Regional PACS, ENITS

N/A
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Opportunities

Canada Health Infoway

 Potential partial funding for eHealth 

initiatives i.e. PHR, telemonitoring

Leverage Ontario eHealth agenda

 Integration to OLIS (short term)

 Integration to Medication (longer 

term)

 PHR (timeline not defined)
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Opportunities

Heritage

 Possible funds for data

LHIN

Internal

 Leverage existing internal systems 

– Meditech, RM&R, Connexal
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